TDI Launches Independent Floors - "My Floors" at TDI City, Panipat First of
its kind independent floors in Panipat
Panipat, April 21, 2011: Real estate major, TDI launched Independent Floors by the name of My
Floors- first of its kind in TDI City, Panipat . After the success of "My Floors"- Independent Floors
in TDI City, Kundli and Mohali, TDI has now launched the similar type in TDI Panipat City also.
These independent floors are strategically located in the prime blocks of the township and are 3
bedroom , G+ 2 structure units with rich construction specifications, excellent cross ventilation,
natural lighting, spacious and luxurious interiors that offers the privilege of privacy living. Being
located in 3 different blocks of the TDI City, Panipat, it enjoys close proximity to local shopping
center, healthcare and academic institutions.
Speaking on the occasion, Mr. Aman Mehra, GM, Panipat, TDI Group, said
said,” It’s a proud
moment for us to launch My Floors – Independent floors in TDI City, Panipat. The unique
concept of independent floors is new for the city and few developers have launched such
independent floors in Panipat. These 3 bedroom independent floors are well conceptualized
keeping in mind the additional benefit for each unit; ground floor units will enjoy the lawn area
of 300 sq fts and the second floor units will have exclusive roof rights of 900 sq ft terrace, thus
the privacy living aspect for each unit owner has been taken care of. He also added that, the
development of the township is on fast pace and we have already offered many plots for
possession, few villas are ready for possession and other services across the township will be
ready soon.
About TDI City, Panipat:
TDI City, Panipat spread on the sprawling area of 300 acres; is a self sufficient integrated
township offering plots of various sizes, beautifully designed villas, independent floors along
with healthcare centers, primary and secondary schools, round the clock security, recreation
centers, lush green parks and commercial complexes. Equipped with world class facilities and
features, this well planned & ultra modern dream township would have wide and well lit metal
roads, inter flowing green space, beautiful landscaping.
Infrastructure Growth in Panipat: The proactive infrastructure initiatives of HUDA have given a
facelift to the old Panipat city. Sector 35, 36, 37, 38 & 39 will emerge as “The New Panipat”, as
the upcoming Railway Over Bridge will connect these sectors with NH-1. L & T Express Highway,
just 700 meters from TDI City has almost reduced 10 times the commuting time from NH-1 to
TDI City with signal free and traffic free highway connectivity. With our combine holistic
development approach with HUDA, TDI City, Panipat dwellers, undoubtedly will enjoy better
connectivity, pollution free environment and all the comforts of living a quality life.
About TDI Group
Group::
TDI is the flagship company of Taneja Group. Since its inception more than 2 decades ago, TDI
has carved a niche for itself in the burgeoning field of real estate development and construction.
For over two decades, the company has consistently set quality benchmarks in property

development by creating world-class townships and commercial spaces, in prime locations.
Presently, TDI has 11 Malls cum Multiplexes, 8 ultra modern office cum Retails complexes, 8
residential townships in Delhi, Haryana, Uttar Pradesh and Punjab (operational as well as under
development).

